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In October 1959, a Yale professor

sat in front of Congress’ Joint

Economic Committee and calmly

announced that the Bretton Woods

system was doomed. The dollar

could not survive as the world’s

reserve currency without requiring

the US to run ever-growing deficits.

This dismal scientist was Robert

Triffin, and he was right. The Bretton

Woods system collapsed in 1971,

and today the dollar’s role as the

reserve currency has the US

running the largest current deficit in

the world.

CONCLUSION
United States makes up trade deficit

by inviting foreign capital inflow in capital

markets. Almost 60 percent of market

share of world stock market, United

States looks attractive to foreigners to

bring capital to buy US dollars.

This makes US dollars keep reserve

currency position and attract foreign

direct investment (FDI), which helps US

economic growth and creation of jobs.

United States should keep on efforts

to maintain reserve currency status even

with trade deficit, which has more plus

than minus.
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Except some EU countries, US 

dollar plays a reserve currency.

The Bretton Woods Agreement and

System created a collective

international currency exchange

regime that lasted from the mid-1940s

to the early 1970s. The Bretton Woods

System required a currency peg to

the U.S. dollar which was in turn pegged

to the price of gold. Now US Trade

Deficit makes US dollars as Global

Reserve Currency.
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After many discount brokers charge Zero-

commissions odd-lot trading volume has

increased sharply. Below is the evidence.
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Ironically, to keep US dollars as reserve

currency, as Prof. Triffin predicted, US

maintain Trade Deficit in international

trading.

US controlling the Society for Worldwide

Interbank Financial Telecommunication play

a critical Global Financial transactions.

Below shows the importance of

currency as reserve assets and US

dollars play the largest role.

China developed in 2015, Cross-Border

Interbank Payment System tries to

increase its role. CIPS has 13,000

messages a day in 2021, compared to

40,000,000 messages a day by SWIFT.
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